VENUE FLOORMAPS

Staircase C
floor -1B
- hall MASSALIA 1
- hall MASSALIA 2
- hall MYLASA

Staircase A
floor -1A
- hall ALCANTARA
- hall CESAREA
- hall EFESO
- hall HAMA
- hall MERIDA
- hall ORANGE 1
- hall ORANGE 2
- hall SABRATHA
- hall TARRAGONA
- hall TREVIRI
- speaker ready room

Staircase A
floor -2
- hall LEPTIS MAGNA
- hall THUGGA
- poster area

Staircase B
floor -1A
- hall ALCANTARA
- hall CESAREA
- hall EFESO
- hall HAMA
- hall MERIDA
- hall ORANGE 1
- hall ORANGE 2
- hall SABRATHA
- hall TARRAGONA
- hall TREVIRI
- speaker ready room

HOTEL ENTRANCE

REGISTRATION AND WAIMH DESK

GROUND FLOOR

parallel session
affiliate events
VENUE FLOOR MAPS

FLOOR -1 B
- parallel session
- offices

Staircase C
ground floor
- hall BALBEK
- hall MOESIA
- hall PERGAMO
- hall VOLUBILIS

Staircase A
ground floor
- hall BALBEK
- hall MOESIA
- hall PERGAMO
- hall VOLUBILIS

Staircase A
floor -2
- hall LEPTIS MAGNA
- hall THUGGA
- poster area

Floor -1A
- parallel session
- offices
- exhibition area
- speaker ready room
VENUE FLOORMAPS

FLOOR -2

- **plenary hall**
- **poster area**
- **parallel session**

**ENTRANCE HALL**

**LEPTIS MAGNA**

**THUGGA**